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so watched a serious film today!! it is known as detective byomkesh bakshy.. dibakar-
sushant,kudos to you both.u folks have quite recently nailed it. awesome,kick ass,chilling,edge of

the seat secret spine chiller. calcutta has never looked so damn lovely on screen ever
before,brilliant cinematography. the film figures out how to keep you speculating with the

following exchange spoken till the finish of the film,such is the story. shooting investigation
confrontation detective ending shooting before even you have got the chance to see any of the
movie, the audio begins with continuous shooting. you can think of it as the opening theme. to
add, there are also different guns used within the film. due to its capabilities, it enables the film
to keep you interested till the end of the movie. the plot has been developed in such a way that
it moves in fast-forward. there are scenes that were quite nicely executed. to be honest, the first
half of the movie can be about anything. however, the sound of the bullets that seem to be quite
important to the story. you will be very lucky to find a subject as fascinating as it comes in this

film. to avoid that, you will have to sit through all the scenes. due to the concealed feel. the
credits end up being quite epic. as a whole, people must see this film. investigation after you

have sat through the whole film, you can enjoy the investigation part. this is where everyone can
think about the film differently. it is quite easy to guess the content here. the characters think

about what the protagonist thinks. that way, they will be able to understand the story in a much
better way. in the same way, the real story that actually is told is quite superior to many films

that are seen. well, i think you know what this leads to. the story is very intriguing.
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